
 

Basic Info Module 
 

 

System Objective 

The basic information is shared among each module and is controlled in this module, to 

enhance the integration of information, have better time management and duplication of 

information. 

System Function 

 

 

1. Due to multi-company structure, the basic information of company like company name, 

telephone number, tax details, etc. can be defined in advance so that the reports header or 

other tax affairs can include such information. 

2. Ther are 2 types operation methed, local LAN network and remote N-tier Socket Server, 

remote operation for Hong Kong and China is much better than using the traditional 

2-tier method using 『Windows Terminal Services』 or 『Citrix Meta Frame』, which 

use much resources from the server. 

3. Provides currency exchange rate control, can record the information regarding the 

currencies and the respective daily buy rate and sell rate, for the exchange rate field in 

documents. 

4. Provides factory and bank holiday off-date setting, such that the calculations of each 

module can exclude the off date, and users can plan the schedule of one whole year. 

5. Provides remarks maintenance, users can choose the remark to be entered in the 

documents and no need to type again each time. The system adopts RTF and UniCode, 

allowing to input Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, English, Japanese and other 

languages simultaneously. Fonts size can be enlarged or reduced, underlined and colored, 

suitable for users from Hong Kong, China, U.S.A. and Japan. 

6. Department code can be defined for sales analysis. 

7. Staff basic information and group belonged to can be defined, and be recorded in 

documents. 
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8. Provides staff job duty settings, when issuing the documents, system will verify the job 

duty of staff like purchase, sales, accounts, production management, and materials 

control user, before allowing to access. 

9. Provides multi-factory details input, system can choose to calculate materials demand for 

different factories in the MRP module. 

10. Provides warehouse details input, can define the warehouse nature, for example whether 

to in include MRP in the supply quantity, whether to include the month end cost 

calculation, and whether to control the negative stock during stock-out. 

11. Provides zone/bin details input of warehouse, can locate the zone/bin for item storage. 

12. Unify the coding of operation in the routing processes for all related modules. 

13. Provides coding of rules for item code, customer and vender code, system can auto 

generate the meaningful item/customer/vendor code. 

14. Provides payment terms settings, for example daily statement, monthly statement, 

statement date defined by user, early payment discount, for both customer and vendor 

transactions. 

15. Provides work center details input, including daily standard labour capacity, standard 

labour rate and standard labour cost, machines and production cost. 



 

Admin Module 
 

 

System Objective 
The enterprise environment keeps changing, due to its complexity, and also the internationalization 

with the multi-production base division of labor production, the traditional information system no longer 

satisfies the conformity information. It should be able to put forward the proposal, therefore can suitably 

provide the simulation production plan of the maximum capacity and the fastest operation. It should also be 

able to provide suggestions, and to match the demand according to the sales operation and the resources 

condition, aims at developing the most suitable plan under the consideration of the lowest possible cost. 

The production style of Pearl River Delta’s mostly depends on number of order, with large number of 

orders but small quantity. The products are of short life-cycles, complicated and changeable engineering and 

bills of material. Products with complicated production plan but small quantity at a time, and also instant order 

which are urgent and inserted,  lead to the difficulty in organizing the production line and production capacity. 

Enterprises use computer systems to develop such plan, to simulate and to provide suggestions with limited 

resources, in order to minimize the time for confirming orders, shorten the expect to delivery date. Traditional 

integrated MRP operation requires a plan of sales forecast with the accurate lead time, but it does not reflects 

production and material supply conditions by orders. Using the MRP operation to calculate the net demand 

and production lead time consumes great amount of labour time and effort, therefore to satisfy the needs of 

enterprises which want to calculate the material by order, this system provides the other operation method, 

ORP. 

The latest Turbo ERP/Ultimate Version, can calculate material usage by either using the traditional 

integrated MRP method, or using also the ORP method. The system allows operation staff of enterprises, who 

does not need to have professional computer knowledge, by using the current operation process, and referring 

to the user menu, can computerize the daily operations, achieving the highest efficiency by minimizing the 

labour cost. The system constitutes of 16 modules:『Admin Info』、『Basic Info』、『Inventory Control』、

『Sales Management』、『Purchase Management』、『Quality Control』、『BOM』、『MPS Planning』、『MRP 

Control』、『ORP Control』、『WO/SUBCONTRACT』、『Shop Floor Control』、『Cost Calculation』、『Accounts 

Receivable』、『Accounts Payable』、『General Ledger』and more than 800 programs and reports. 
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System Function 
1. The system uses UniCode ISO universal standard code, allowing to input Traditional Chinese, Simplified 

Chinese, English, Japanese and other languages concurrently. It does not require Hong Kong and China 

to use the same language of MS Windows. 

2. There are 2 types operation method, local LAN network and remote N-tier Socket Server, remote 

operation for Hong Kong and China is much better than using the traditional 2-tier method using 

『Windows Terminal Services』or 『Citrix Meta Frame』, which use much resources from the server. 

3. Provides auto monitoring system, users can pre-set time schedules, the system auto extract information 

needed to be monitored, for example:【Inventory falls below the safety stock level】、【Incomplete & 

overdue work order】、【Savings deposit lower than $100,000】etc., system can send these messages by 

E-mail or SMS to corresponding users. 

4. Provides user information and password maintenance process, system will verify user code and password 

when they login to the system. Users can change their own  password after login to the system, avoiding 

other users’ unauthorized login。 

5. System will verify user’s access rights to input, enquiry, change, delete, preview and printing, etc. when 

using any of the functions. 

6. Enterprises have close business relationship with vendors and customers, therefore they must ensure 

effective communication. However the existing ERP systems cannot ensure the security of information 

sharing. This system provides not only program security functions, also information security functions. 

System allows a user to set the access rights of other users regarding the information he input, for example, 

other users without the authority to read the information cannot read the information input by him, 

therefore confidential information will not be exposed. 

7. Allows setting prefix codes for documents, users can have their own settings according to their 

preferences. They can also set the access right of other users of the prefix codes, avoiding misuse of 

documents.  System also allows setting 5-level approval and voiding. It can be divided into two approval 

method — parallel approval and approve by level, to suits the need to different approval requirements of 

invoices. System can auto send out E-mail or SMS to the corresponding users for approval after each 

function processed. 

8. Provides “Backend printing and execution” function. This means when printing a huge number of copies 

of documents or executing MRP operation, the system will pass the job to the backend server, so that 

such operations will not occupy the memory of the user’s computer. The work schedule won’t be delayed 

by this function, and user can get the printing or operation results from the backend server again when 

needed. 

9. There are 2 presentations of the menu, Microsoft Outlook style and pulldown style. The operation method 

is similar to that of using MS Office, users need not to learn a new style. The system also provides the 

operation style of a workflow, users click on the icon and the function can be accessed. 

10. Font size and colour of all layout can be designed by users. 

11. Remarks field uses RTF format，the fonts size can be changed, add under-line, and change colour, suitable 

for aesthetic designed invoices. 

12. For printing reports, users can change the printing of column, column width, font size and colour, and 

printing sequence, and the system will save up the changes. 
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System Objective 

Inventory control module aim at keeping the appropriate stock level, preventing the 

situation of out of materials and lead to delay in delivery. On the other hand, the stock level 

must not be in excess such that the capital is hold by the stock, which leads to lack of capital 

flow, difficulty in capital turnover and increase in interest expense. 

Operation of inventory module includes recording, in and out movement of stock, the 

most important is to provide related reports, for users to understand the current situation, and 

to carry out appropriate purchase and disposition of stock. In most small and medium sized 

enterprises, inventory control can be done in a way that only in and out movement of stock is 

recorded, it is very difficult for them to compose analysis report. If it is really done by 

man-power, the information is often not up-to-date. If computerizing the operation of 

inventory control, manpower can be saved, and achieving the best efficiency. 

System Function 
1. Support multiple factories, for calculating material requirement by factory in the MRP 

module. 

2. Support multiple warehouses, each having their own nature. When message like “Count 

as available balance”, “Allow stock-out when stock inadequate” in MRP module, can 

define the warehouses as cost warehouse or non-cost warehouse, whether to include 

month end cost calculation, can integrate the settings of every raw-materials warehouse, 

semi-finished products warehouse, borrow-out warehouse, finished products warehouse, 

defected items warehouse, scrapped items warehouse, miscellaneous tools warehouse, 

borrow-in warehouse, customer supply materials warehouse, etc., to satisfy the need of 

company which has different control methods towards different warehouses. 

3. Leading to effective and ease management of warehouse staffs, warehouses are logically 

divided into zones and bins. Each zone and bin has its information separately maintained. 

Entry of zone and bin numbers in warehouse activities can be deferred until they obtain 

the information. Or, zones and bins can be defined to deny outgoing transaction, if the 

quantity is insufficient. 
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4. Products basic information maintenance is divided into different pages, they are basic 

information, inventory information, engineering information, purchase/manufacturing 

information, packing information, cost information, photo information and product 

remarks. Users can also set the hyperlinks to documents like Word, Excel, Corel Draw, 

etc., The approval status of materials is also recorded, so that users can know whether 

they can use the materials. 

5. Products can be classified into different brands, origin, multi-category, multi-groups and 

packing weight. The nature can be classified by purchase items, in-source items, 

sub-contract items, transfer items, option items, accessory items, phantom items, kit 

items, service items, labels, etc., for ease control of manufacturing, purchase, sales of 

materials, and calculation in MRP module. 

6. One product can have several bar codes, for the use of new and old products, in-source 

and vendor bar codes. The RFID technology will shorten the transaction time of 

transactions. 

7. Provides quality type, and inspection method like inspection free, sampling inspection 

and inspect all, “Inspection Day” and “Safety Lead Time”. 

8. Provides product’s control of effective date and expiry date, avoiding misuse of 

products. 

9. Provides lot control, can trace the information of specific materials, for easy reference of 

its future transactions. It also allows control of the effective date of materials, such that 

materials (e.g. food, chemicals, drugs) are always being used within their effective 

period. 

10. Define the re-order policy according to ROP demand, materials actual demand, lot 

demand, MRP, ORP, LFL, POQ, FOQ, ROP, allowing flexible inventory control, and 

maintain a reasonable Inventory Stock Level. 

11. Can define the safety stock, ROP qty, EOQ and standard stock qty of each product in 

each warehouse. The system helps the users to control the stock level, and will alert the 

user for re-ordering. This is different from that of being done by manpower because the 

system can help to transfer the information of materials which need re-ordering to the 

purchase module. 

12. Flexible in defining the “minimum order quantity”, “order multiples” and “material issue 

multiples”, according to the purchase and manufacturing method, for managing the 

purchase and picking of materials. 

13. For materials in and out movement, either is issuing or picking of materials, the system 

provides lot issue, back-flush issue, independent issue, users can set the issuing method 

which is most suitable for the control of material issue. 

14. Allow to set whether accept over-receive and over-shipment of items, and to set control 

of vendor supply material and sales delivery. 

15. Can set the standard price, different prices for different vendors, price quantity break, 

price with and without tax, and the latest purchase price record of purchased items. And 

references like effective date, expiry date, upper limit for purchase price is included. 
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16. Can set the standard price, different prices for different customers, price quantity break, 

price with and without tax, and the latest selling price record of sales items. And 

references like effective date, expiry date, lower limit for selling price is included. 

17. Allows setting prefix codes for invoices, users can have their own settings according to 

their preferences. They can also set the access right of other users of the prefix codes, 

avoiding misuse of documents.  System also allows setting 5-level approval and 

voiding. It can be divided into two approval method — parallel approval and approve by 

level, to suits the need to different approval requirements of documents. System can auto 

send out E-mail or SMS to the corresponding users for approval after each function 

processed. 

18. In the document number of inventory control, there are six transaction types can be set, 

they are stock-in, stock-out, sale, picking, transfer and adjustment. Users can set the 

document control type according to the control needed, for ease in management of 

miscellaneous in and out, physical count adjustment, reporting scrap of warehouses or 

manufacturing procedures, expenses or department picking statistics, temporary storage, 

borrow out/in, borrow/lend return, borrow out for sales, borrow in for purchase, etc. 

19. Inside factory or outside factory allow transfer between warehouses. The materials being 

transfer and the account information will suit the demand of actual control of materials. 

20. Provides complete stock-take operations with lot number in cycle count, regular count 

and non-regular count. Also printing of physical count sheet according to multiple zones 

and bins in each warehouse, generating stock-take adjustment note according to the 

physical count quantity from the stock-take result. This helps to checking the difference 

between warehouse account and actual stock amount, also the performance of staff 

managing the warehouse. 

21. Can check the real-time transaction and stock balance of each item, stock enquiry of 

each warehouse, stock availability, transaction history, stock balance by lot number, 

transaction by lot number. Users managing the manufacturing process and material 

issue can get the most up-to-date stock balance, and rely on the information to 

manage the material flow. 
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System Objective 
For most manufacturing industries, products are composed of different kinds of 

materials, especially for electronics, toys, clocks and watches, machinery and chemicals etc. 

The varieties of materials and the formula of manufacturing is always multi-layered, which 

means products are made up of semi-products, and those semi-products are made up of 

semi-products of previous levels. This gives the idea that the production process of a product 

is a tree-like pattern with multi-levels. 

In daily operations, users always need to enquire the BOM of a product. For example 

in providing the quotation and accepting sales orders, users need to calculate the cost of the 

product. Also in manufacturing a product, the factory must need to know the materials 

required and the quantity to issue or purchase. When the assembly of a product is 

complicated, the calculation becomes difficult and easy to make mistakes. If the calculation 

is done by computer system, users can input all the information of materials needed and the 

cost required for a product at the first stage, when they need to know the cost later, or the 

quantity demanded for raw materials, they just need to check the information from the 

system. This doesn’t only save time and effort, it can also help to achieve the best efficiency 

and accuracy, which is not easily achievable by manual operation. This system is designed 

according to the above need. 

System Function 
1. Provides limit control of assembly item’s standard manufacturing lot size and yield rate, 

satisfying the material usage of make-to-stock and make-to-order of sales type. 

2. Provides the formation of a chart showing the priority of usage of substitute items 

(major/minor) or replace items (new/old), when MRP module calculate the materials, the 

system will auto generate the substitute materials when major items do not have enough 

stock, increasing the flexibility of material usage, avoiding shortage of materials or 

misallocation of stock. 

3. Recording the effective date and expiry date, for the control of change of engineering. 
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4. Provides control of phantom items, simplifying the BOM control and provides online 

manufacturing parts. 

5. Materials are categorized: Option Items, Accessories Items and Kit Items, simplifying 

BOM input, at the same time make the sales easier to handle optional items in accepting 

orders. “Sales Order BOM” is for some kinds of products, which materials can be 

changed when generating Sales Order. “Option Items” are some information must be 

entered. For example when ordering a car, customer must choose the type of engine: 

2000cc or 3000cc，however customer may not need to order the audio system. Engine is 

an “Option Item”, customer must choose one. Audio system is an ”Accessory Item”, 

customer can choose or not choose. In such a case, user needs to change the BOM in the 

sales order according to the customer need. 

6. Users can default whether the materials of certain products is included in the calculation 

of standard cost. System provides material types, namely direct materials, indirect 

materials, Sub Contract Supply Material, Material Not Issued and Customer Supply 

Material. When calculating the cost for quotations, not only transportation cost, customs 

clearing charges, commission should be included, but also the cost of materials of 

different types, which allows calculation of the actual cost involved. 

7. Provides calculation of materials scrap rate, for the accurate analysis of material issue or 

purchasing demand. 

8. For the same item which can be used in more than one operations, users can set different 

operation code and material issue interval for that item, during the manufacturing routing 

process, users can issue materials according to the information. 

9. Users can set the sequence of displaying the materials, and the materials can be recorded 

with its own item routing process and insert location. 

10. Provides single level, multi level and lowest level material expansion usage report and 

single level, multi level and lowest level material expansion “where used report”, multi 

level enquiry or lists, provides corresponding users the information of the formation and 

relationship of products. 

11. Can replace or change the information of materials by the whole lot, and also the usage 

of related items can be auto changed by the system at once, information will be updated 

in ECN, and pass to control which comply with ISO standard. 

12. Provide copying of material usage information, removing whole lot of expired material, 

for easy material maintenance. 

13. Provides auto generation of PR Note and purchase order by expansion of material usage 

demanded, for easy reference as to what materials needed to be purchased. 

14. Can calculate the standard cost a product or material (material cost, labour cost, 

manufacturing cost), so can automatically calculate the standard cost of the products 

through roll up method, can be the basis of calculating the cost of product. 

15. Provides “low level code” auto calculation and update function, for calculating standard 

cost, material usage and cost of manufacturing. This method is more efficient than the 

traditional one in calculating MRP. 

16. Provides single level and multi level standard cost list, can analyze the cost structure of a 

product, for settling the price level of the finished product. 
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17. Provides ECN, can trace back the change history, printing change note and detailed list, 

for effective control of ECN. 

18. In accordance with control of ECN, system provides “BOM dead stock forecast analysis 

report”, preventing waste of material cost of dead materials during the process of ECN. 

19. Provides assembly note, when assembly is finished, number of parts decreased, 

assembled items increased, then cost of manufactured products can be calculated. 

20. Provides disassembly note, when disassembly is finished, number of assembled items 

decreased, parts increased, assembled items’ cost will be dissolved in that of parts. 

21. Allows setting prefix codes for documents, users can have their own settings according 

to their preferences. Users’ access rights to certain prefix codes can also be set, avoiding 

misuse of prefix codes.  System also allows setting 5-level approval and voiding. It can 

be divided into two approval methods — parallel approval and approve by level, to suit 

the need to different approval requirements of documents. System can auto send out 

E-mail or SMS to the corresponding users for approval after each function processed 

22. Provides control of E-BOM in engineering department, monitoring the process of 

designing of development to manufacturing. 

23. Can set E-BOM item code independently, for future use as real item code. 

24. Input E-BOM usage is just the same as inputting BOM usage. It is to input the 

information of item code, usage, type, etc of a product, E-BOM multi level “material 

usage report” will then be generated, easy operation, and can be used as reference to 

change the E-BOM to BOM in the future. 

25. Input E-BOM change note, can trace back the history of change record, printing change 

note and detailed list, for better control of ECN and E-BOM. 

26. E-BOM can be changed to real BOM, and E-BOM item code can be changed to real 

item code. 
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System Objective 

The tracing of work order in manufacturing industries like assembly, chemical 

engineering, pharmacy, food industry, is quite simple, the management focus often tends to 

be on the materials, the work order start date, finish date and quantity are the main concern in 

control of progress rate. However some manufacturing industries like hardware factory, 

machinery, metals, electronics, toy, clocks and watches, which are processing of components 

and parts, the control of progress rate will have to trace the operation of each work order. 

In manual input of sales orders or delivery, the various types of items and large 

number of clients will lead to complexity in enquiry, amendment and credit limit control of 

the documents. Users will easily make mistakes so wasting working time. Managers will find 

it difficult to monitor the delivery progress, and also difficult to get the most updated 

information or reference for other management decisions. If using computer software to 

solve the problem, the speedy manipulation and the large data base can users help to quickly 

access to enquiry and statistical reports. The effectiveness and efficiency will be much better 

for using computer system than manpower. 

Since different customers will have different pricing, or the pricing of one customer 

depends on order quantity, the limitations of manpower will lead to mistakes and wasting of 

time. However, when the operations are done by computer software, the price management 

and adjustment can easily be done, the efficiency will be much higher than done by 

manpower. 

The system provides the credit limit control and transaction details of customers, 

improving the difficulties faced by users about information gathering. Information about 

credit limit control and transaction details can be gathered at anytime in the system if the 

details about delivery, goods return and payment receive (in accounts receivable module) is 

entered. 

The sales management module provides quotation, sales order, customer maintenance, 

sales order shipment schedule, items pricing maintenance, issuing delivery note and invoice. 

The system targets small and medium sized enterprises, to solve the problems in the sales 

management. The issue of invoices and reports must be real time and the process must be 
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speedy, the system workflow must be consistent with the labour workflow, such that users 

need not to change their own workflow can computerize the “sales management” module, 

improving the efficiency and minimizing labour hour. 

System Function 
1. Each customer can set unlimited number of addresses and contacts, also multi-category, 

multi-group, payment method of daily statement, monthly statement or specified date, 

tax type, multi-currency, customized field, language of invoices, language of printing 

invoices, approval status of customer, sales order release method (by mail, fax, email or 

EDI). Also, can import file hyperlink of different format, e.g. Word, Excel, Corel Draw 

etc. Auto calculation of “credit grading” by customers’ overdue payment percentage. 

Customer ranking by their sales amount and calculate the sales ratio by “Customer ABC 

Analysis Report”, to analyze the importance of each customer. Customer can also be set 

as vendor for contra accounts. 

2. Credit limit is integrated in the headquarter for control. Credit limit control method can 

be defined independently as to whether including the outstanding sales order, 

outstanding invoice, accounts receivable, post-dated cheque and deposit. 

3. Customer item code, different prices, price quantity break, price with or without tax and 

latest price history for sales items are provided. And also effective date, expiry date 

control is provided for reference in sales. 

4. In document nature settings, users can define the confirmation of price to be auto 

generated and also updated from quotation, sales order or invoice. 

5. Allows setting prefix codes for documents, users can have their own settings according 

to their preferences. They can also set the access right of other users of the prefix codes, 

avoiding misuse of documents. System also allows setting 5-level approval and voiding. 

It can be divided into two approval method — parallel approval and approve by level, to 

suits the need to different approval requirements of invoices. System can auto send out 

E-mail or SMS to the corresponding users for approval after each function processed. 

6. Provides input of information in sales forecast, for reference in establishing the Master 

Production Schedule(MPS). 

7. Provides sales order, sales invoice and sales return operation. All information is updated 

real time, so the most updated information about sales order, sales invoice and inventory 

can be maintained, for enquiry at anytime. Also, the price history of customers is 

recorded for enquiry. 

8. When building up the sales delivery note, delivery quantity can contra sales order 

quantity or items lend note quantity, also allows partial shipment. Apart from normal 

delivery quantity, free quantity can be included, bill quantity details convert to accounts 

receivable details, and authorize short ship of the outstanding sales order. 
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9. A sale by order with assembly components allows creation of BOM single level or 

lowest level assembly of components from finished items directly. 

10. Can check the real time customer’s credit limit and stock balance when entering the sales 

order or goods return note. System allows users to define the settings, whether to allow 

processing if out of stock. Item code is recorded in the invoices, for easy reference. For 

exceeding credit limit or unit price lower than the standard, must be approved by 

authorized user’s password or smart card. 

11. Can post sales invoice and goods return note information to accounts receivable, no need 

to input again in the AR module. 

12. Provides printing of customer address labels, for labeling the mail to customers. 

13. Can check real time customer transaction, sales order outstanding, enquire the shipment 

date, the transaction history, enabling the salesman to have a better control of shipment 

date and avoiding delay. 

14. Can operate directly with the inventory control module, accounts receivable module, 

general ledger module, production module, cash module, the integration of the system 

brings the greatest satisfaction and effectiveness. 
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System Objective 

Purchase management is an important factor in the work flow of manufacturing industry or 

the sales industry.  A high quality purchase management can help to minimize the purchase cost, 

increase purchase quality and better control of delivery. 

The operations of purchase management includes: PR department issuing PR note, 

purchase department assessing vendors after receiving PR note, issuing purchase order after price 

quotation, price negotiation and price confirmation to vendors. The follow-up duty of purchase 

department is to check if the delivery date of vendors meet the requirement of purchase order, and 

the purchase department may also notice vendor about the change of the delivery date in purchase 

order because of the change from PR department. After the delivery of manufacturer, the goods 

receiving department will need to do the first inspection, if the items need not to be inspect, then 

warehouse users can arrange stock-in. otherwise, inspection department need to do the inspection, 

then qualified items will pass to stock-in, fail items will be returned to vendor by purchase 

department. When qualified items after stock-in are issued to other departments (e.g. 

manufacturing department) are found to be defects, purchase department can trace back to the 

vendor, and negotiate for re-order or return discount. Other than that, vendor quality control is 

also an important duty in purchase department. For example in manufacturing industry, related 

departments will compromise to an evaluation method of vendors, the grading of vendors quality 

will be used as a reference by purchase department of deciding which vendor to choose. 

If the above operation is done by manpower, it would be very complicated, the result will 

be ineffective and manpower will be wasted. However, problems can be solved if purchase 

management is done by computer system. Also, MRP or DRP can calculate the stock level and 

suggest amendment of delivery date of PR note or purchase order, or to issue plan PR note or 

purchase order. If purchase management is integrated with supply chain management, it can 

monitor the upstream vendor’s resources allocation, like how to use inventory, production 

capacity or scheduled production material issue to develop a better vendor, purchase and delivery 

control. 

System Function 
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1. Each vendor can set unlimited number of addresses and contacts, also multi-category, 

multi-group, payment method of daily statement, monthly statement or specified date, tax 

type, multi-currency, customized field, language of invoices, language of printing invoices, 

approval status of vendor, purchase order release method (by mail, fax, email or EDI). Also, 

can import file hyperlink of different format, e.g. Word, Excel, Corel Draw etc, auto calculate 

delivered grading by late delivery percentage, auto calculate quality grading by the quality of 

inspection, can analysis the importance of each vendor by their material prices ranking and 

the supply percentage by the vendor ABC analysis report. Vendor can be set also as customer 

for contra accounts. 

2. Vendor item code, different prices, price quantity break, price with or without tax and latest 

price history for purchase items are provided. And also effective date, expiry date control is 

provided for reference in purchasing. 

3. Different vendors will have different inspection standard towards the same item, this function 

is maintained in the “special inspection method of vendor item”. 

4. The confirmed price may not be input if such information does not exist before 

computerization. Since in document nature settings, confirmation of price can be auto 

generated and also updated from quotation, purchase note or goods receiving note. 

5. Allows setting prefix codes for documents, users can have their own settings according to 

their preferences. They can also set the access right of other users of the prefix codes, 

avoiding misuse of documents.  System also allows setting 5-level approval and voiding. It 

can be divided into two approval method — parallel approval and approve by level, to suits 

the need to different approval requirements of invoices. System can auto send out E-mail or 

SMS to the corresponding users for approval after each function processed. 

6. Can create PR note to satisfy multiple materials with different ETD days, or auto generate 

from MRP in calculating the demand. 

7. The details in PR note regarding the vendor and purchase quantity can be transform to a 

purchase note draft, then other information (e.g. currency, exchange rate, tax rate, unit price, 

expected delivery date and payment terns, etc.) can be added to form the official purchase 

note. 

8. Can develop GRN stock-in information, GRN quantity can contra purchase note quantity or 

product borrow note quantity, and also allow partial shipment, update inventory control for 

pass quantity, return poor return quantity to vendor, transform deduct amount, bill quantity to 

accounts payable details, also to decide whether to accept, reject or special purchase by AQL 

inspection. 

9. Develop GRN return items information, to deal with return after stock-in operation. 

10. Can post goods receiving note or return note information to accounts payable information, no 

need to set up accounts payable information in A/P control center. 

11. Can check real time vendor transaction, PO outstanding, enquire the delivery date, the 

transaction history, enabling the purchaser to have a better control of delivery date, can urge 

the vendors in advance, avoiding delay. 

12. Can operate directly with the inventory control module, accounts payable module, 

general ledger module, production plan module, cash module, the integration of the 

system brings the greatest satisfaction and effectiveness.  
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System Objective 
Export business faces keen competition nowadays, in the society which 

computer technology changes rapidly, if exporters can apply suitable information 
technology, this will help much in their business. To fulfill exporters’ demand for 
high-tech services, Turbo Shipping System with brand-new features will be able 
to help exporters to improve the document management efficiency, so as to save 
users operation time, enabling them to work more on the expanding export 
business. 

Export department has huge amount of documentation work, they spend a 
lot of time dealing with documents every day, mistakes easily occur due to 
manual operations. Reducing document processing time is as its top priority. 
Turbo Shipping System provides one-stop operation system, which starts from 
sales order, then copied to Shipping Memo, and automatically generate shipping 
documents such as commercial invoices, packing lists, certificates of 
beneficiaries and shipment notices (suppliers), etc. Even accounts receivable, 
accounts payable and general ledger can be auto generated. This saves data 
transmission time among the various departments, so as to avoid mistakes. 

 

System Function 
1. Users can input and amend export shipping details in Shipping Memo at anytime, also 

auto generate to Commercial Invoices after approval, Packing Lists, Beneficiary Faxes 

and Shipment Advices to Vendors. After that, Accounts Department can generate 

accounts receivable, accounts payable and general ledger with Shipping Memo, also 

analyzing profit margin and commission rate at the same time. 

2. When creating invoices, users can attach files such that export shipping documents (PDF, 

WORD, JPG, etc.) can be saved in the system, minimizing time and paper consumption. 
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3. System provides Traditional/ Simplified Chinese and English switching function, users 

can customize their own windows, which helps to integrating and broaden the use of 

system. 

4. Multi-functional system which allows invoices and reports to be directly exported to 

different file formats, e.g. Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word and PDF. 

5. Connected to the sales management system to provide flexible business process 

management, including multi-pattern specification description, credit limit management, 

deposit payment, in batches shipping schedule, commission management, image 

quotation, product portfolio, automatic price calculation, transaction history analysis, 

profit analysis and a variety of custom charts. 

6. Connected to the procurement management system to provide flexible business process 

management, including automatically generate finished / assembled components 

purchase advice in accordance with sales orders; purchase order、work order can be 

created with sales order or for every single product; also processing pre-paid deposit. 

7. System can save default customer’s shipping mark with text descriptions, users can 

insert the images which can be printed on sales orders, commercial invoices and packing 

lists. 

Symbol Graph 

B (bowl) 

 

C (cry) 

 

D (diamond) 

 

E (ellipse， circle) 

 

H (happy) 

 

I (inverse triangle) 

 

M (moon) 
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S (square， 

rectangle) 

 

T (triangle) 

 

L (line segment) 
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System Objective 
In the operation of enterprises, accounts receivable will come about after sales. 

Accounts receivable is a current asset of an enterprise, the total amount and the time of 

settlement affects the capital turnover directly. Therefore the accounts receivable control is 

an important issue in financial management. The main factor affecting this issue is the 

accuracy and integrity of the accounts receivable records input, appropriate reminder and 

whether allowing customers to sell on credit. Such operations can actually be done by 

computer systems rather than labour. Users only need to input the information of sales, credit 

and payment received into the system, then they will be able to enquire each customer’s 

accounts receivable at any time. Other functions such as aging report, accounts receivable 

classification and statement of accounts can also be printed out by the system. 

System Function 
1. Provides multi-currency in accounts receivable operation. 

2. Allows setting prefix codes for invoices, users can have their own settings according to 

their preferences. They can also set the access right of other users of the prefix codes, 

avoiding misuse of invoices. System also allows setting 5-level approval and voiding. It 

can be divided into two approval methods — parallel approval and approve by level, to 

suits the need of different approval requirements of invoices. System can auto send out 

E-mail or SMS to the corresponding users for approval after each function processed. 

3. Provides settings of each customer’s fixed settlement day, for easy execution of 

settlement and payment receive. 

4. Provides sales control by cash. 

5. Allows operation of pre-payment by customers. 

6. Provides control function of temporary payment. 

7. Payment receipt can either contra by assigning or auto allocation. 

8. Provides partial payment and multi-invoices payment records. 
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9. If payment by cheque, the information of cheque can be recorded, then the information 

will be passed to the Cash Module, integrate with the information and be updated. 

10. Provides accounts receivable aging report, analyzed by customer or salesman, for 

analyzing accounts movement and condition of being idle. 

11. Provides printing reports of customer settlement history, analyzing customer’s settlement 

details, minimize the time and effort for manual checking. 

12. Provides auto receipt generation by presetting the date of auto settlement, either settling 

all invoices or by customer, and different receipt for different prefix codes. 

13. Provides monthly accounts receivable statement, can accurately analyze the monthly 

amounts receivable from each customer for each month. 

14. Provides auto adjustment of currency exchange rates of amounts receivable at the end of 

each month. Users can print out such report and analyze the profit or loss due to 

currency exchange rates, so as to decide whether to do the revaluation. 

15. Provides accounts receivable and accounts payable contra settlement. 

 



 

A/P Module 
 

 

 

System Objective 
In the operations of enterprises, accountants will calculate the amount payable by the 

delivery note and invoices from the vendor after goods received. After approval from 

supervisor, amount will be settled by cash or cheque. In the whole process, accountants 

must check the invoices and accounts, re-write and re-calculation. When there is a large 

sum of amount payable, the process will be very time consuming and very easy to make 

mistakes. If the process is done by computer program, by the advantages of large database, 

quick operations and printings, can help to save much manpower, in which the efficiency is 

not achievable by labour. 

System Function 
1. Provides multi-currency in accounts payable operation.  

2. Allows setting prefix codes for invoices, users can have their own settings according to 

their preferences. They can also set the access right of other users of the prefix codes, 

avoiding misuse of invoices.  System also allows setting 5-level approval and voiding. 

It can be divided into two approval methods — parallel approval and approve by level, 

to suits the need of different approval requirements of invoices. System can auto send 

out E-mail or SMS to the corresponding users for approval after each function 

processed. 

3. Can process accounts payable of other expenses or settling amounts of non-routine 

purchases. 

4. Allows operations of pre-payment to vendors. 

5. Provides control function of temporary payment. 

6. Provides three types of payment method — real time, by vendor statement date and 

user assign settlement time interval. The same vendor with different factory can set 

different payment methods. 

7. Payment process can be done by assigning or auto contra. 
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8. Provides partial payment and multi-invoices payment records. 

9. If payment is by cheque, the information of cheque can be recorded, then the 

information will be passed to the Cash Module, integrated with the information and be 

updated. 

10. Provides monthly accounts payable statement, can accurately analyze the monthly 

amounts payable to each vendor for each month. 

11. Provides auto adjustment of currency exchange rates of amounts payable at the end of 

each month. Users can print out such report and analyze the profit or loss due to 

currency exchange rates, so as to decide whether to do the revaluation. 

12. Provides accounts receivable and accounts payable contra settlement. 
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System Objective 

Accounting is the language of an enterprise, recording all the transactions in daily 

operations, and reflecting the financial conditions and business returns. Therefore a detail 

and accurate accounting record or report is an essential tool for management of a company, 

also a major requirement for an enterprise, its creditors and the government. Daily 

transactions make up the accounting of a company. The input of voucher will generate 

general ledger, by passing through the posting tables, compose different types of financial 

reports periodically, and carry down each accounts in period end. If these operations are done 

by man-power, will be time consuming and inefficient. However if done by computer system, 

the large data base and speedy operation can save much labour effort, and achieving the 

greatest efficiency. This accounting system is most suitable for small and medium sized 

companies in Hong Kong and China. 

System Function 
1. Users can set up the numbering of chart of account by their own preferences. They can 

define the account code structure up to five levels, system can handle multiple currencies 

per account.  

2. Option five levels analysis code can be modified and expanded and supports 

multi-divisions, departments and job costing. 

3. Handle up to 99 years of transactions without doing year-end. 

4. Support 99 accounting periods per fiscal year with user-defined period start date and end 

date. 

5. Can concurrently manage more than one company accounts or other accounts. 
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6. Users can set prefix codes for vouchers in any style they like. They can also set the 

access right of other users of the prefix codes, avoiding misuse of vouchers. System also 

allows setting 5-level approval and voiding. It can be divided into two approval 

methods — parallel approval and approve by level, to suit the need of different approval 

requirements of invoices. System can auto send out E-mail or SMS to the corresponding 

users for approval after each function processed. 

7. Allows setting different types of vouchers, for example cash receivable voucher, cash 

payable voucher, transfer voucher, cash transfer voucher and other vouchers. 

8. Data is automatically imported from related invoices, payments and stock transactions. 

9. Standard and audit adjustment journals can be created. 

10. Recurring and reversing journals can be created automatically. 

11. Provides real-time and batch posting method. 

12. Provides un-post function for amendment. 

13. Provides voucher, journal list, general ledger, sub-ledger, trial balance, profit & loss, 

balance sheet, financial analysis report and audit adjustment report. 

14. All financial reports can be previewed before doing posting function. 

15. Convenient budgeting for profit and loss accounts. 

16. Option flexible report generator enables users to define financial statement which may 

contain actual, budgeted, last year, last month or analysis figures. 

17. Departments and companies consolidation. 

18. Provides bank reconciliation function. 

19. Multi-level drill down account enquiry, which allows you to see all ledgers, current 

balance, voucher detail and other information. 
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